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PP・PE

ABS・AS・HIPS

POM・PA6/66・PBT

PC・PC-ABS

GWS

Apply resin GW filled

GPC

temperature

200～320℃

GWP 180～280℃

240～330℃



◇ Read through Safety data Sheet (SDS) and this instruction sheet before use.
◇ Wear appropriate protective equipment as required (chemical safety goggles, protective gloves)
◇ This product is combustible. Keep this product away from heat and ignition sources while in

storage or handling.
◇ Keep work area well ventilated as gas may be emitted while purging.
◇ If nozzle is clogged while purging, turn off the power immediately.

Then consult machine maker’s engineer.
◇ Do not directly touch hot and melted resin. It can cause a burn.
◇ Clean the floor immediately to remove spilled pellet, it can cause slip and falls.
◇ Do not blend with other materials.
◇ Avoid direct sunlight, wetting, high humidity while in storage.
◇ Follow all applicable regulation in disposing of this product. 

◇ Remaining glass wool or incomplete removal of ECOMARU after purging may cause 
contamination of mold product. Please remove ECOMARU and glass wool well by glass
purging grade (RP/RS/RPC ) or using next resin.

◇ Check mold products surface carefully when removing ECOMARU by next resin.
◇ When removing, please pay attention to the next resin MFR.    
◇ When purging by ECOMARU, carbides that have not been removed may be discharged.

In that case, we recommend to purge by adding the amount until the purge waste color
becomes the primary color. Especially when use for the first time, it may be used more
quantity than usual

◇ Please contact us for details of removal method.

precaution1

precaution

After purging2

Important notes

others3

◇using beyond the range of precautions
Do not use beyond the range of use.
Please contact us in advance if you do not know how to use.

◇ Please strictly use operating temperature range.
・ Below lower limit may cause machine overload.
・ Above the higher limit may cause ignition and there is a possibility of burns with scattered

materials.

Guidelines to use

◇ Do not use ECOMARU for purpose other than purging.
◇ Do not keep ECOMARU in the barrel for any period of time at any temperature
◇ Do not use for sealing.  The glass cools down and solidifies.
◇ Do not use for hot runner and cold runner purging.

PMMA GPPS COP PVC
Not Applicable resin

PP・PE

ABS・AS・HIPS

POM・PA6/66・PBT

PC・PC-ABS

GWS

Apply resin GW filled

GPC

temperature

200～320℃ 80ton 0.2～0.4
125ton 0.4～0.6
550ton 1.5～2.5
800ton 4.0～6.0

1,250ton 6.0～8.0
3,000ton 15～20

injection amount to use (kg)

GWP 180～280℃

◉ Good glass wool fiber discharge design.
◉ We provide glass wool discharge grade, if necessary.

grade

240～330℃
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樹脂排出色を目視確認し調整。

洗浄完了

Eject the previous resin

▼

① Raise back pressure and eject previous resin

Input ECOMARU

Input next resin ▼

Confirm that there is no residue with next resin , then start to work

preparation
① within the operating temperature range
② remove the nozzle from the mold

▼

▼
Injection purging

① input an appropriate amount then purging ※refer to usage estimate
② adjust ECOMARU amount according to the output resin color observation

① increasing the injection speed increases the cleaning effect
② back pressure method has further cleaning effect

※we recommend to remove with no glass filled purging pellet after cleaning.

② clean the hopper

Usage estimation

How to use 「Injection」4

molding machine
amount to use

(㎏)
80ｔ 0.2～0.4
125ｔ 0.4～0.6
550ｔ 1.5～2.5
800ｔ 4.0～6.0
1250ｔ 6.0～8.0
3000ｔ 15～20


